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What is EST-TIS?
TIS = Tunable Imaging Spectropolarimeter 
TIS uses a dual tunable Fabry-Pérot filter of moderate 
spectral resolution  
When coupled with pre-filters and a polarimeter, you can 
use TIS to scan through selected spectral lines to deliver 
fundamental (though limited) spectral and polarimetric 
diagnostics over a relatively large field-of-view 
For EST, 3 TISes, operating in parallell, are foreseen to cover 
the blue, visible and near-infrared parts of the solar spectrum 
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*though scanning and sampling λ is needed

How are CRISP and CHROMIS relevant for EST?

1. CRISP and CHROMIS are examples of compact, cost-
efficient and photon-efficient* TIS-like designs  

2. I will demonstrate that CRISP and CHROMIS deliver data 
of higher science impact than that of other existing 
ground-based solar telescopes 

3. High impact science therefore expected with TISes on EST. 
4. NOTE! EST site is located only ~65 m from the SST* site.            

CRISP/CHROMIS data therefore also demonstrate the 
potential of the EST site! 
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Kamera: 2 686 m  28°45'35"N 17°52'53"W 2 348 m40 m

EST site 
(now DOT*)

SST site

William Herschel 
telescope (WHT)

Observatorio del Roque de los Muchachos, La Palma 
(from Google Earth)

Distance SST - EST site: ~65 m!

*DOT - Dutch Open Telescope



Essential properties of  
CRISP and CHROMIS

• Dual Fabry-Pérot based (spectro)polarimeters of moderate 
spectral resolution: 

CRISP: λ=500-860 nm at a resolution of ~100,000 
CHROMIS: λ=390-500 nm at a resolution of ~50,000) 

• Compact, “smart” design (1.5-1.6 m overall length)  
• Lenses for high transmission. No (folding) mirrors. 
• Scharmer’s “reflectivity trick” (A&A 2006) 
• CRISP and CHROMIS operate independently and in 

parallell (and augment each other) 

But what about image quality? 
(To be demonstrated next…) 
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Disk counterparts of Type II spicules  
(discovered in far blue wing of Hα with CRISP - Rouppe van der Voort et al., 2009) 

- one of the first data sets recorded with CRISP (15 June, 2008)! 

Hα -1.3Å (-60 km/s) Hα line core

(6.8 sec cadence)
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Chromospheric dynamics above light bridge, using 
CRISP in Hα (Robustini et al. 2016 A&A 590, 57)
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Outstanding CRISP data in Fe I line at 617.3 nm  
Quiet Sun line-of-sight magnetic field from 8 sec CRISP data (7 line positions + cont.)
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Chromospheric dynamics in Hα and 
photospheric magnetic field observed CRISP 

(using its recently extended circular field-of-view to 1.5 arc min dia)

(In 2024, CRISP2 is expected to extend the observable field-of-view of SST to 2.5 arc min dia.)

(Ref.: L. Rouppe van der Voort et al. in prep.)
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Spectacular flare captured in Hβ with CHROMIS 

(Ref.: R. Joshi et al. in prep.)
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Complex diagnostics with CRISP+CHROMIS 
(of so-called Ellerman bombs)

(Ref.: L. Rouppe van der Voort et al. in prep.)



High resolution chromospheric observations of nanoflares 3

Figure 1. Chromospheric and TR observations in AR 12585 with SST/CHROMIS and IRIS on 2016-09-04 around 08:26UT.
Left: SST/CHROMIS image at the center wavelength of Ca ii (at 3934Å); Right: IRIS slit-jaw image (SJI) in the 1400Å
band. The bright S-shaped region corresponds to brightenings at the footpoints of hot loops undergoing short-lived heating, as
illustrated in the context coronal images presented in Figure 2.

just prior to the observations, and deriving the wave-
length within the Ca II line where the intensity is at a
minimum value. This reference wavelength is given the
value (3933.6841Å) of the wavelength of the Ca ii K line
minimum in the FTS atlas (Neckel 1999).
We note that particularly the CHROMIS observations

have exceptionally high spatial resolution (⇠ 100 km),
which can constrain significantly better the spatial dis-
tribution of the heating events.
IRIS observes chromospheric and TR emission in UV

at high spatial and temporal resolution with both high-
resolution spectroscopy and slit-jaw imaging (SJI). The
IRIS observations we analyze here are medium dense 16-
step rasters (OBSID 3625503135), with exposure time of
0.5 s, and raster steps of 0.0035, covering a field-of-view
of about 500 ⇥ 6000 (in about 21 s). Slit-jaw images were
recorded in the SJI 1400 Å (dominated by Si iv lines),
1330 Å (dominated by C ii lines), and 2796 Å (Mg ii k
core) channels at a temporal cadence of about 10 s. We
use IRIS calibrated level 2 data, which have been pro-
cessed for dark current, flat field, and geometrical cor-
rections (De Pontieu et al. 2014). The SST and IRIS
observations were aligned through cross-correlation of
image pairs in the Ca ii K wing and SJI 2796Å (see
Rouppe van der Voort et al. 2020, for more details).
The alignment between Ca ii K and SJI 2796Å appears

to be accurate down to the IRIS SJI pixel size (0.00166).
The short exposure time of the IRIS program (0.5 s)
resulted in a high noise level in the SJI images, in par-
ticular in SJI 1400Å and SJI 1330Å. The fiducial marks
that are added to the IRIS spectrograph slit are di�cult
to identify in individual SJI images and even impossible
to identify in SJI 1400Å. This makes the alignment be-
tween the SJI channels challenging as the fiducial marks
are the basis for accurate cross alignment. To improve
on the SJI alignment as part of the standard IRIS level
2 data processing, we summed over many SJI exposures
to reduce the noise level and improve the visibility of the
fiducial marks. It is clear that this procedure improved
the alignment but it cannot be excluded that there re-
mains a residual misalignment on the order of one or
two pixels between SJI 2796Å and SJI 1400Å.
We also use coordinated imaging observations of coro-

nal emission, taken with the Atmospheric Imaging As-
sembly (AIA; Lemen et al. 2012) onboard the Solar Dy-
namics Observatory (SDO; Pesnell et al. 2012). The
AIA datasets are characterized by 0.006 pixels, and 12 s
cadence, and observe the TR and corona across a broad
temperature range (Boerner et al. 2012, 2014). We used
the AIA datacubes coordinated with and coaligned to
the IRIS datasets, which are distributed from the IRIS
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Figure 4. Cross-section widths of brightenings in the flare ribbon from CHROMIS and IRIS observations. The top left panel
shows an image integrated over the full observed width of the Ca ii K line (±100 km s�1), the top middle panel shows a Ca ii K
red wing image at around the peak of most redshifted flare profiles. The top right panel shows the corresponding IRIS SJI
1400Å image. All images are scaled linearly between their respective minima and maxima. The yellow lines mark the endpoints
of the the paths A–F along which intensity profiles were extracted and are shown in the bottom panels. In the bottom panels,
the black line is the intensity profile measured in Ca ii K +0.235Å, the red line in SJI 1400Å. The full-width-half-maxima are
marked with horizontal lines and their values are given in each panel.

CHROMIS+IRIS combination boosts science!

IRIS provides invaluable UV 
diagnostics from space… 
… while CHROMIS on SST 
adds invaluable high-
resolution diagnostics*

*EST will be of fundamental 
importance also by boosting future 
European space-borne solar physics

(from: P. Testa et al.  
2023, ApJ in press)

CHROMIS Ca K red wing

IRISCHROMIS

IRIS slit jaw imaging at 140 nm
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• “Alfvén waves in the lower solar atmosphere” (Jess et al. 2009, Nature) 
• “Magnetic tornadoes as energy channels into the solar corona” (Wedemeyer-

Böhm et al. 2012, Nature) 
• “Detection of convective down flows in a sunspot penumbra” (Scharmer et al. 

2011, Science) 
• “On the prevalence of small-scale twist in the solar chromosphere and transition 

region” (de Pontieu et al. 2014, Science) 
• “On the generation of solar spicules and Alfvénic waves” (Martinez-Sykora et 

al. 2017, Science)

Five high-profile CRISP-based papers
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CRISP “design” paper (2008) citations: 

Cited in 348 papers 
These 348 papers are cited 9733 times 



CRISP delivers outstanding image quality  
(in the sense of not degrading the excellent SST image quality)

 630 nm
Granulation  
contrast with 

CRISP*

Granulation contrast* 
with a wideband filter

*NOTE! Granulation contrast is an excellent measure  
of the Strehl, used to characterise optical quality! 

 630 nm
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From G. B. Scharmer et al. A&A  625, A55 (2019) 



A&A proofs: manuscript no. article

Table 1. Observed granulation contrasts with SST/CRISP

Wavelength (nm) 525.0 557.6 630.1 853.5
NB WB NB WB NB WB NB WB

No corr. 10.9 10.5 10.7 10.6 9.2 9.2 6.3 5.6
MTF corr. 11.8 11.5 11.8 11.6 10.2 10.2 7.2 6.2
MFBD corr. 13.9 13.7 13.4 13.1 11.7 11.5 8.2 7.2
r0 (m) 0.164 0.239 0.238 0.270

Notes. Summary of observed rms granulation contrast, given in percent of the mean intensity, for the SST/CRISP wideband (WB) and narrowband
(NB) wavelengths indicated. The contrasts given correspond to the best seeing conditions for each data set (wavelength) separately. That seeing
quality is defined by the value of Fried’s parameter r0, also given in the Table, which is scaled from the measured value at 500 nm to that of the
actual wavelength. “No corr.” corresponds to image data that have not been post-processed beyond that of dark and gain correction, “MTF corr.”
to images compensated also for the di↵raction limited modulation transfer function, and “MFBD corr.” to images that have been processed with a
multi-frame blind deconvolution technique to (partially) compensate also for residual seeing and telescope aberrations.

lot Rubio et al. 2003, 2004; Borrero et al. 2005; Borrero 2007;
Borrero et al. 2007; ?). The ability of these simplified models
to represent observed data (most of which were recorded at low
spatial resolution), as well as their apparent consistency with the
simulations of Schlichenmaier et al. (1998b,a) was interpreted to
validate both the theoretical and observationally based models.

However, neither of the above models can provide the
overall heat flux needed to explain the radiative losses of the
penumbra (Schlichenmaier & Solanki 2003; Spruit & Scharmer
2006). For this, e�cient convection is needed, with vertical
root mean square (RMS) velocities comparable to those of the
quiet Sun. Spruit & Scharmer (2006), Scharmer & Spruit (2006),
and Scharmer (2009) concluded that the penumbral filamentary
structure and complex magnetic field topology must be the result
of convection opening up radially aligned essentially field-free
gaps, just below the visible surface. Sánchez Almeida (2005)
and Sánchez Almeida & Ichimoto (2009) proposed to explain
observed penumbral Stokes profiles in terms of spatially unre-
solved fluctuations in velocity and magnetic field, the micro-
structured magnetic atmospheres (MISMAs).

Recent simulations (Heinemann et al. 2007; Rempel et al.
2009; Rempel 2011, 2012) clearly support the presence of strong
penumbral convection at observable scales, and lead to the sur-
prising conclusion that the Evershed flow corresponds to the
horizontal and radially outward component of this convection
(Scharmer et al. 2008b; Rempel et al. 2009). This interpretation
of penumbral fine structure is however not without controversy,
the main argument being that observational evidence for con-
vective downflows well inside the outer boundary of the penum-
bra is missing (Franz & Schlichenmaier 2009; Franz 2011). Re-
cently, such evidence was reported in the C i 538.03 nm line
(Scharmer et al. 2011; Joshi et al. 2011) and the Fe i 630.15 nm
line (Scharmer & Henriques 2012), based on observations with
the Swedish 1-m Solar Telescope (SST; Scharmer et al. 2003)
and its imaging spectropolarimeter CRISP (Scharmer 2006;
Scharmer et al. 2008a). Synthetic spectra calculated from sim-
ulations (Rempel 2011) confirm that such downflows should be
visible in the C i 538.03 nm line at the spatial resolution of the
SST (Bharti et al. 2011).

An important question in the context of the present work
concerns the existence of opposite polarity field in the penum-
bra. The existence of such field can be taken as strong evidence
of (convective) downflows, dragging down some of the field.
Franz (2011) investigated spectropolarimetric Hinode data from
a sunspot close to disk center and concluded that 36% of all
penumbral downflows give rise to Stokes V profiles showing an

additional 3rd lobe in the red wing of the 630.25 nm line, indi-
cating a hidden opposite polarity. However, nearly all the down-
flow pixels found by him are located at the outermost parts of
the penumbra, where downflows are ubiquitous. The question
of whether or not there is convection in the main body of the
penumbra can therefore not be addressed with these data. Re-
cently, ?1 and ? reported the detection of opposite polarity field
also in the interior of the penumbra, thus providing indepen-
dent support to earlier evidence demonstrating that the penum-
bra is fully convective (Scharmer et al. 2011; Joshi et al. 2011;
Scharmer & Henriques 2012).

In the present paper, we apply Stokes inversions jointly
to Fe i 630.15 nm and 630.25 nm spectra, recorded with
CRISP/SST close to the di↵raction limit of 000.15. We describe
the data reduction, the rationale for straylight compensation, and
the determination of the CRISP transmission profile in Sect. 2.
In Sect. 3, we describe the NICOLE inversions (Socas-Navarro
et al. 2000; Socas-Navarro 2011), allowing for gradients in both
the line-of-sight (LOS) velocities and the magnetic field, and us-
ing an individual spectral transmission profile for each pixel. We
validate the inversions of our Stokes spectra in Sect. 4, and use
the inversions in Sect. 5 to establish the locations of opposite
polarity patches and their association with magnetic spines in
the deep layers of a sunspot penumbra. We then analyze the az-
imuthal variations of the observed LOS velocities at the opposite
polarity patches, and draw conclusions about their vertical and
radial velocities.

4. Observations and Data Reduction

The observed data analyzed are of a reasonably symmetric
sunspot at approximately 15� heliocentric distance, obtained on
23 May 2010 with the SST and its imaging spectropolarimeter
CRISP. These data have been described before (Scharmer et al.
2011; Scharmer & Henriques 2012), but here we extend the anal-
ysis by including 15 wavelengths scanned in the 630.25 nm line
and a continuum wavelength 60 pm redward of this line, in ad-
dition to the 15 wavelengths scanned for the Fe i 630.15 line and
analyzed by Scharmer & Henriques (2012). A complete scan of
the two Fe i lines required only 16.5 s observing time.

We first compensated the images for darks and the “raw” flats
similar to as described by Schnerr et al. (2011), and then com-
pensated the images for residual low-order aberrations with the
multi-object multi-frame blind deconvolution (MOMFBD) code
1 Version 1 of this arXiv entry is an earlier version of the present
manuscript originally submitted on 5 July 2012.

Article number, page 2 of 12

Compare Sunrise: 8-8.5% 

Compare Hinode: 7%

(from G. B. Scharmer et al. A&A  625, A55 (2019)

(The above are 2 sec averages)
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(also when compared to that of any other telescope) 
CRISP delivers outstanding image quality  
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Is a CRISP-like design possible for EST-TIS?

 2 

INTRODUCTION 
 
The following report is an extension of the earlier report (EST_FPL_sketch_4) that showed 
some preliminary calculations of size and image quality for possible Fabry Perot 
interferometers of different sizes for the EST solar telescope. The influence of the length of 
the spectrograph on image quality was assessed. The telescope itself was not included in the 
Zemax-model. Instead, the telescope is modelled as an ideal perfect system without 
aberrations by using the Zemax paraxial surface. This study looks deeper into one of the 
spectrograph examples and evaluates possibility of correcting the POP focus curve by a 
focusing movement with the last lens group.  
 
 
 
SYSTEM OVERVIEW  
 
Zemax files: EST_FPI_sketch_5my_move_0.zmx 
                     EST_FPI_sketch_10my_move_0.zmx 
              
 
The system has the same general structure in the previous report. That is, a collimator 
consisting of two doublets, the FP region with the glass blocks and a camera consisting of two 
doublets. The large doublets are the same. Se the images below. The telescope is modelled as 
a simple ideal lens, that is telecentric at the output end. It not shown in the figures.  

 
      Fig. 1 

 
Figure 1 shown the whole FPI system for 5 micron image size.  
 
 

 
Fig. 2 

 
Figure 2 shows the rear half of the system (the camera). 
 

Simplified design study clearly indicated feasibility of a compact EST-TIS: 

Inputs 
Early version of EST re-imaging system (POP) used - now obsolete 
Wavelength range: 500-680 nm 
Field-of-view diameter: 1 arc min (circular) 
F-ratio at etalons: 140 (130 might be possible) 

Outputs 
Etalon clear apertures: > 171 mm 
Overall length: ~3.8 m possible (lens based, no need for folding mirrors)  
Strehl: > 95% at all wavelengths and over the entire field-of-view 
POP focus curve compensation: by moving camera lens (last lens) 
Image scale match to camera pixel size: by replacing camera lens 

NOTE! An exhaustive and more realistic design study of EST-TIS               
will be presented by Francisco Javier Bailén at 9:30 on Thursday



Conclusions

1. CRISP and CHROMIS constitute compact, cost-efficient and 
photon-efficient (though needing sampling in λ) instruments 
that deliver high-quality data and enable high-impact science 

2. CRISP and CHROMIS are based on successful design 
concepts that can now be considered proven 

3. Preliminary studies clearly indicate that the concepts of 
CRISP and CHROMIS can be used to develop TISes for 
EST (to be discussed by Francisco Javier Bailén on Thursday) 

4. Such TISes on EST are likely to be of major importance for 
exploiting the science potential of EST 

5. Data recorded with SST only 65 m from the EST site 
indicates the potential of the EST telescope, and its future 
science 
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Thanks for listening!
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Extra slides 
(not used) 
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Why is the CRISP design successful? 

The design maximises throughput and minimises image quality degradation: 

1. The design minimises the number of optical components. It uses lenses (not 
mirrors), to make the system compact, highly transmitting and stable (no folding 
mirrors), telecentric design, and my “reflectivity trick” to deal with cavity errors.  

2. Detailed simulations using Zemax were used to establish alignment tolerances. 
These and measurements of lens properties after manufacture were used to tune the 
final design of CRISP, which was built as a monolithic instrument without 
(mis)alignment possibilities. 
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DKIST with VTF 
F#=200 

250 mm etalons 
or  

EST with TIS 
F#=140 

170 mm etalons 
(1 arc min dia)      SST with CRISP1b 

F#=168 
70 mm etalons 

(1.5 arc min dia)      

SST with CRISP2 
F#=140 

98 mm etalons 
(2.5 arc min dia) 

      

FOV summary 
(VTF, CRISP & CRISP2)

NOTE 
Circular FOV better than 

square FOV - allows 
better alignment with 

other instruments    



wheel
Chopper 

Polarizing BS

CRISP

narrowband

Filter wheels

Filter 

90/10%+ 50/50%Tip tilt

AO

CHROMIS
narrowband

wideband
CRISP

CRISP

CHROMIS

From telescope

Lens

450x150 mm breadboard

CHROMIS
wideband

Correlation
tracker camera

double BS

AO
WFS

SST optical setup 

CRISP and CHROMIS 
can be used in parallel and 
independently of each other 

Overall length: 1.5 m (CRISP) 
                         1.6 m (CHROMIS)
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CHROMIS 390 nm wideband image


